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• LARBE II_OI_IATION PROCESSINI] PROBRAM
• JPL
• _gAPI-IICS AND DISPLAY F_NGII__.ERIN66M]JP






• REQ.IIRF_MENTS,SI,g:I:_RTED BY TAE
• MODIFICATIONS TO TAE
• EVALUATICN OF TAE AS A UIMS
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THE PROJECT
• INFORMATION C,_THERINI3 AND DISPLAY SYSTEM
• DISTRIBUTED PROI_SSIN6 NE_
• HOST PROCESSORS(VAX 11/7511)
• t,10RKSTATIONS (VAXSTATION I I )
- VAXSTATION DISPLAY + SPECIAL _ICS DISPLAY DEVICE
TIlE USER





- 61LaJ_IC,AL ENTITY IqANIPLLATIQN AND DISPLAY
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PROJECT REgUIRF__NTS
• PROVIDE A COt_ISTENT USER INTERFACE TO USER FUNCTIONS
• PROYIOE A CONSISTENT APPLICATIONS INIERFACE TO USER FUNCTIONS
• SUPPORT BOTH _ AND _ TRI(_:.RII_ 01: USER FUNCTIONS
• SUPPORTNJI.TIPLE USER INTERACTION TECHNIQUES
• PROVIDE CONSISTENT HELP AND _._ FACILITIES
• SUI:$_RT A/4JI_TI-NI_ F.IWI_
• SUPP()RT A DISTRIBUTED APPLICATIONS F.NVIRI_
UIMS
"A UINS IS A SOF'I'WARE PACKAC1E THAT ACTS AS A
B&A:FE.R,OR MEDIATOR, DETWEEN._::q.lCATIONS





• PROVIDESA CONSISTENTUSER INTERFACE
• _TS A STNtDA_ APPLICATIONSINTERFACETO USERFUNCTIONS

















- EASE OF I..EARNIN6 SYSTEM
- PREDICTABILITY
- 6ENER.N_EASE OF USE
APPLICATIONS DEVELOPER
- NO USER INTERFACE SOF1WN_ DE_J..OPMENT REQUIRED
- MCRE PORTABLE
- EASIER ON
- USER INIERFACE CAN BE DEVELORD BY NON-_
- USER INTERFACE CAN _ HITHOJT Q-IM¢£ TO APPLICATIONS S(F'IHARE
REQUIREW:NTS SUPPORTEDBY TN_
SUPPORTEDREQUIREMENTS
- CONSISTENT AF'RLICATIONS INTERFAlt TO USER FUNCTIONS
- St.E'PORTOF BOTH _ AND _F.NU MOOE
- TOOL PROVIIT:D FOR DI.JM_O6UECONTROL (TCL)
UNSUPPORTEDREQLI _S
- NO SUPPORT FOR PROJECT DISTRIBUTED ENVI_




- USED PROJECT CI_etJNICATIONS PROTOCOL
SOPHISTICAIED USER INTERFACE
- I_ION OF OBJECT DATA TYPE
- SUPPORT OF SORtlSTICAI"F.D TOOLS (FOI:#4S _, HORD
_SSOR, 6K.S, PROJECT SPECIFIC 6RN_IC,_.. 0PERATIQRS)
- SUPPORT OF NULTI--HINIXIHED ENVIRONW:NT
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